Small molecules preventing GAPDH aggregation are therapeutically applicable in cell and rat models of oxidative stress.
Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) is one of the most abundant targets of the oxidative stress. Oxidation of the enzyme causes its inactivation and the formation of intermolecular disulfide bonds, and leads to the accumulation of GAPDH aggregates and ultimately to cell death. The aim of this work was to reveal the ability of chemicals to break the described above pathologic linkage by inhibiting GAPDH aggregation. Using the model of oxidative stress based on SK-N-SH human neuroblastoma cells treated with hydrogen peroxide, we found that lentivirus-mediated down- or up-regulation of GAPDH content caused inhibition or enhancement of the protein aggregation and respectively reduced or increased the level of cell death. To reveal substances that are able to inhibit GAPDH aggregation, we developed a special assay based on dot ultrafiltration using the collection of small molecules of plant origin. In the first round of screening, five compounds were found to possess anti-aggregation activity as established by ultrafiltration and dynamic light scattering; some of the substances efficiently inhibited GAPDH aggregation in nanomolar concentrations. The ability of the compounds to bind GAPDH molecules was proved by the drug affinity responsive target stability assay, molecular docking and differential scanning calorimetry. Results of experiments with SK-N-SH human neuroblastoma treated with hydrogen peroxide show that two substances, RX409 and RX426, lowered the degree of GAPDH aggregation and reduced cell death by 30%. Oxidative injury was emulated in vivo by injecting of malonic acid into the rat brain, and we showed that the treatment with RX409 or RX426 inhibited GAPDH-mediated aggregation in the brain, reduced areas of the injury as proved by magnetic resonance imaging, and augmented the behavioral status of the rats as established by the "beam walking" test. In conclusion, the data show that two GAPDH binders could be therapeutically relevant in the treatment of injuries stemming from hard oxidative stress.